Blessings and Judgment
Is God blessing America? Will God bring judgment against
America? These are questions I often hear, and yet rarely do
we hear good answers to these questions. Part of the reason is
that Christians havent really studied the subject of
blessings and judgment.

In this article we deal with this difficult and
controversial subject. While we may not be able to come to
definitive answers to all of these questions, I think we will
have a better understanding of what blessings and judgment are
from a biblical perspective.
When we think about this topic, often we are in two minds. On
one hand, we believe that God is on our side and blessing us.
After the attacks on 9/11, for example, we launched a war on
terror and were generally convinced that God was on our side.
At least we hoped that He was. Surely God could not be on the
side of the terrorists.
On the other hand, we also wonder if God is ready to judge
America. Given the evils of our society, isnt it possible
that God will judge America? Havent we exceeded what other
nations have done that God has judged in the past?
In his book Is God on Americas Side?, Erwin Lutzer sets forth
seven principles we can derive from the Old Testament about
blessing and cursing. We will look at these in more depth
below. But we should first acknowledge that God through His
prophets clearly declared when he was bringing judgment. In
those cases, we have special revelation to clearly show what
God was doing. We do not have Old Testament prophets today,
but that doesnt stop Christians living in the church age from

claiming (often inaccurately) that certain things are a
judgment of God.
In the 1980s and 1990s we heard many suggest that AIDS was a
judgment of God against homosexuality. In my book Living
Ethically In the 90s I said that it did not look like a
judgment from God. First, there were many who engaged in
homosexual behavior who were not stricken with AIDS (many male
homosexuals and nearly all lesbians were AIDS-free). Second,
it struck many innocent victims (those who contracted the
disease from blood transfusions). Was AIDS a judgment of God?
I dont think so.
When Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans in 2005, people
called into my talk show suggesting this was Gods judgment
against the city because of its decadence. But then callers
from the Gulf Coast called to say that the hurricane
devastated their communities, destroying homes, businesses,
and churches. Was God judging the righteous church-going
people of the Gulf Coast? Was Hurricane Katrina a judgment of
God? I dont think so.
In this article we are going to look at blessings and
judgments that are set forth by God in the Old Testament so
that we truly understand what they are.

Seven Principles (Part 1)
In his book Is God on Americas Side? Erwin Lutzer sets forth
seven principles we can derive from the Old Testament about
blessing and cursing. The first principle is that God can both
bless and curse a nation.{1}
When we sing God Bless America do we really mean it? I guess
part of the answer to that question is what do most Americans
mean by the word God? We say we believe in God, but many
people believe in a god of their own construction. In a sense,
most Americans embrace a god of our civil religion. This is

not the God of the Bible.
R.C. Sproul says the god of this civil religion is without
power: He is a deity without sovereignty, a god without
wrath, a judge without judgment, and a force without
power.{2} We have driven God from the public square, but we
bring him back during times of crisis (like 9/11) but he is
only allowed off the reservation for a short period of time.
We sing God Bless America but do we mean it? Nearly every
political speech and every State of the Union address ends
with the phrase, May God bless America. But what importance
do we place in that phrase?
Contrast this with what God said in the Old Testament. God
gave Israel a choice of either being blessed or being cursed.
See, I am setting before you today a blessing and a cursethe
blessing, if you obey the commandments of the Lord your God,
which I command you today; and the curse, if you do not obey
the commandments of the Lord your God, but turn aside from the
way that I am commanding you today, to go after other gods
that you have not known (Deuteronomy 11:26-28).
We should first acknowledge that Israel was unique because it
had a covenant with God. America does not have a covenant with
God. But it does still seem as if the principle of blessing
and cursing can apply to nations today.
A second principle is that God judges nations based on the
amount of light and opportunity they are given.{3} The Old
Testament is a story of Israel. Other nations enter the story
when they connect with Israel. Because Israel had a unique
relationship with God, the nation was judged more strictly
than its neighbors.
God was more patient with the Canaanitesit took four hundred
years before their cup of iniquity was full, and then
judgment fell on them. Likewise, Paul points out (Romans
2:12-15) that in the end time, God would individually judge

Jews and Gentiles by the amount of light they had when they
were alive.
A nation that is given the light of revelation will be held to
greater account than a nation that is not.

Seven Principles (Part 2)
In his book Is God on Americas Side? Erwin Lutzer sets forth
seven principles we can derive from the Old Testament about
blessing and cursing. The third principle is that God
sometimes uses exceedingly evil nations to judge those that
are less evil.{4}
Israel was blessed with undeserved opportunities, yet were
disobedient. God reveals to Isaiah that God would use the
wicked nation of Assyria to judge Israel. Ah, Assyria, the
rod of my anger; the staff in their hands is my fury! Against
a godless nation I send him, and against the people of my
wrath I command him, to take spoil and seize plunder, and to
tread them down like the mire of the streets (Isaiah 10:5-6).
In another instance, God reveals to Habakkuk that He was
raising up the Chaldeans to march through the land,
plundering, killing, and stealing (Habakkuk 1:5-11).
As I mentioned above, Christians are often of two minds when
they think about America. On the one hand they believe America
is a great country. We have been willing to rebuild countries
after war or natural disaster. American missionaries travel
around the world. Christians broadcast the gospel message
around the world.
On the other hand, America is a decadent country. We are the
leading exporters of pornography and movies that celebrate
sex, violence, and profanity. We have aborted more than 50
million unborn babies. Our judicial system banishes God from
public life. Will God use another nation to judge America?

A fourth principle is that when God judges a nation, the
righteous suffer with the wicked.{5} A good example of this
can be found in the book of Daniel. When God brought the
Babylonians against Judah, Daniel and his friends were forced
to accompany them.
We also see a parallel to this in manmade and natural
disasters. Whether it is a terrorist attack or a hurricane or
tsunami, we see that believers and nonbelievers die together.
We live in a fallen world among fallen people. These actions
(whether brought about by moral evil or physical evil) destroy
lives and property in an indiscriminate way.
A fifth principle is that Gods judgments take various
forms.{6} Sometimes it results in the destruction of our
families. We can see this in Gods pronouncement in
Deuteronomy 28:53-55. When the Israelites were forced to leave
their homes to go to foreign lands, the warnings were
fulfilled. Today we may not be forced into exile, but we
wonder if God is judging our families just the same. He is
judging us for our immorality.
In Deuteronomy 28:36-37, The Lord will bring you and your
king whom you set over you to a nation that neither you nor
your fathers have known. And there you shall serve other gods
of wood and stone. When the ten tribes of Israel were exiled
to Assyria, they were assimilated into the pagan culture and
never heard from again.

Seven Principles (Part 3)
The sixth principle is that in judgment, Gods target is often
His people, not just the pagans among them.{7}
Yes, it is true that God judges the wicked, but sometimes the
real purpose of present judgments has more to do with the
righteous than the wicked. Not only do we see this in the Old
Testament, we also see this principle in the New Testament. 1

Peter 4:17-18 says: For it is time for judgment to begin at
the household of God; and if it begins with us, what will be
the outcome for those who do not obey the gospel of God? And
If the righteous is scarcely saved, what will become of the
ungodly and the sinner?
This raises a good question. If judgment begins at the house
of God, is the church today under judgment? Have Christians
become too worldly? Have Christians become too political and
thus depend on government rather than on God? Have Christians
become too materialistic? Someone has said we should change
the motto on our coins from In God we trust to In gold we
trust.
A seventh and final principle is that God sometimes reverses
intended judgments.{8} We must begin with an observation.
Gods blessing on any nation is undeserved. There is always
sin and evil in the land. When God blesses us, either
individually or corporately, it is an evidence of Gods grace.
Sometimes God calls for judgment but then spares a nation. A
good example of that can be found in the life of Jonah. God
called him to that city to preach repentance for their sins.
He didnt want to go because it was the capital city of the
Assyrians who had committed genocide against Israel. But when
Jonah finally obeyed God, the city was saved from judgment.
God also used Old Testament prophets to preach to Israel. But
the people didnt have a heart to care. Consider the ministry
of Micah and Jeremiah. Actually, Micah preached a hundred
years before Jeremiah and warned Judah that her wound is
incurable. A century later, Jeremiah is brought before the
priests and false prophets who want him killed. After hearing
him, they appeal to the preaching of Micah (Jeremiah 16:19).
King Hezekiah listened to Micahs words and sought God who
withheld judgment.
Erwin Lutzer gives another example from eighteenth century

England. The country was in decline, but God reversed the
trend through the preaching of John Wesley and George
Whitefield.

Conclusion
I would like to conclude by returning to the questions about
whether God is blessing or judging our nation.
First, we must acknowledge that no nation can claim that God
is on its side. In fact, there is a long and sorry history of
nations that have claimed this. And the God is on our side
mentality has done much harm throughout the history of the
church.
Kim Riddlebarger: Instead of letting God be God, our sinful
pride leads us to make such pronouncements that are not ours
to make. In these cases, God is not sovereign, he is a
mascot.{9} As a nation, we must not claim that God is on our
side.
This is also true in the political debates we have within this
nation. Richard Land in his book, The Divided States of
America, says: What liberals and conservatives both are
missing is that America has been blessed by God in unique
wayswe are not just another country, but neither are we Gods
special people. I do not believe that America is Gods chosen
nation. God established one chosen nation and people: the
Jews. We are not Israel. We do not have God on our side. We
are not Gods gift to the world.{10}
This brings us back to the famous quote by Abraham Lincoln who
was asked if God was on the side of the Union forces or the
Confederate forces. He said: I do not care whether God is on
my side; the important question is whether I am on Gods side,
for God is always right.
Second, we should be careful not to quickly assume that a

disease or a disaster is a judgment of God. Above I gave
examples of people wrongly assuming that AIDS or Hurricane
Katrina was a judgment of God.
We can take comfort in knowing that this isnt just a problem
in the twenty-first century. Apparently it was even a problem
in the first century. The tower of Siloam fell and killed a
number of people. It appears that those around Jesus thought
it was a punishment for their sins. He counters this idea by
saying: Or do you suppose that those eighteen on whom the
tower in Siloam fell and killed them were worse culprits than
all the men who live in Jerusalem? I tell you, no, but unless
you repent, you will all likewise perish (Luke 13:4-5).
We should wisely refrain from too quickly labeling a disease
or disaster as a judgment of God. But we should take to heart
the words of Jesus and focus on our need for salvation and
repentance.
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Worldviews Through History –
Compared to a Christian View
Kerby provides a summary of how mankind has viewed the world
from the Romans until today. This summary provides us a
perspective against which to compare and contrast a Christian,
biblical worldview based on New Testament principles.

Roman Worldview
On the Probe Web site we often talk about worldviews. I want
to explain how the worldviews we talk about developed through
history. We will be using as our foundation an excellent book
written by Professor Glenn Sunshine whom I have met and also
had the privilege of interviewing. His book is Why You Think
the Way You Do: The Story of Western Worldviews from Rome to
Home.{1}
Glenn Sunshine is a member of the church that
Jonathan Edwards attended when he was at Yale.
Professor Sunshine gave a lecture about Jonathan
Edward’s worldview at a conference they held, and
Chuck Colson invited him to teach with the
Centurions program. He gave a talk about “How We Got Here” and
then later turned it into Why You Think the Way You Do.
Since we will be talking about worldview, it would be good to
begin with Glenn Sunshine’s definition. “A worldview is the
framework you use to interpret the world and your place in
it.”{2} You do not need to be a philosopher to have a
worldview. All of us have a worldview.
Although Glenn Sunshine begins with the worldview of the Roman
world, he quickly takes us back to neo-Platonism. It was the

religion and philosophy based upon Plato’s ideas. NeoPlatonism was the belief that the fundamental ground of
reality is non-physical. Instead it is found in the world of
ideas (and is known as idealism). These ideas cast shadows
that cast other shadows until they arrive at the physical
world.
According to this worldview, the whole universe exists as a
hierarchy. The spiritual is superior to the physical. This
provides a scale of values for the world, but also provides a
scale for humanity. In other words, those who are superior
should rule over those who are inferior because they have
demonstrated their ability to rule or conquer.
This view of hierarchy led to the idea of the father having
superiority over all members of the family. It led to the idea
that men are superior to women. It led to the idea that the
emperor should rule and be worshipped. And it led to the idea
that slaves are inferior to free people and nothing more than
“living tools.”{3}
This explains not only the success of Rome but also its ugly
underside. Essentially there are two pictures of Rome: “the
glittering empire and the rotten core.”{4}
In Rome, human life did not have much value. While it is true
that Romans abandoned human sacrifice, they engaged in other
practices equally abhorrent. “They picked up the Etruscan
practice of having people fight to the death in games in honor
of the dead.”{5}
Slavery provided the economic foundation for the empire.
Abortion and infanticide were regularly practiced. “Roman
families would usually keep as many healthy sons as they had
and only one daughter; the rest were simply discarded.”{6} And
Roman law required that a father kill any visibly deformed
child.

Transformation of the Pagan World
How did Christianity transform the pagan world? In AD 303, the
Roman emperor Diocletian began a severe persecution of
Christians. But because Christians were faithful and even
willing to go to their deaths for their beliefs, their
credibility increased. Eventually they were accepted and
allowed to exercise their faith. Constantine even legalized
the Christian faith by AD 313.
Once that took place, Christian ideas were allowed to
percolate through society. One of the most important ideas was
that human beings are created in the image of God. This idea
has a profound impact. First, it meant that people are
fundamentally equal to each other. No longer were there
grounds for saying that some people are superior to others. In
fact, “Christians were the first people in history to oppose
slavery systematically.”{7}
Christians (who believed that all are created in the image of
God) treated the sick differently. They believed that even
those who were deathly ill still deserved care. Dionysius of
Alexandria reported that Christians (often at great risk to
their own lives) “visited the sick fearlessly and ministered
to them continually.”{8} They would rescue babies abandoned in
an act of infanticide. They would oppose abortion.
In economics, we can also see the influence of Christianity.
The idea that God created the universe and then rested showed
that God worked. That would mean that human beings (made in
the image of God) are expected to work as well. God gave Adam
and Eve intellectual work (in naming the animals) and physical
work (in tending the Garden). Contrast this with the Roman
world where physical work was seen as something that only
slaves would do. Christians saw labor as something that was
intrinsically valuable.
Labor is good; drudgery is bad. Drudgery is a result of the

Fall (Genesis 3). So Christians were the first to develop
technology to remove drudgery from work. Other civilizations
had technology, but the West uniquely applied such things as
water power to make work more valuable and worthwhile by
eliminating the drudgery and repetitive nature of certain
tasks.
Property rights were also well-developed during this period.
“The medieval world under the influence of Christianity has a
much stronger emphasis on property rights than other cultures
had.”{9}
These ideas come from a biblical worldview and began to be
developed during the Middle Ages. This led to a complete
transformation of western society and set it on a trajectory
to our modern world.

Christianity and Politics
Glenn Sunshine points out that in the West, the dynamic
between church and state is unique. Christianity was
originally a persecuted minority religion. Even when
Christianity was declared a legal religion, the church did not
depend upon the state. So the question of the relationship
between church and state has been an open question.
During the Middle Ages, two men helped shape political
thinking. The first was Augustine, who described two realms:
the City of God and the City of Man. He argued that human
government is the result of sin. He believed that it is based
upon selfishness. Government itself is corruption. In the
absence of government, anarchy reigns. So government is a
necessary evil.
The City of God is different in that it is not based upon
force or coercion. It is based upon love, charity, and
repentance. That doesn’t mean that the City of Man and the
City of God cannot work together. But overall, Augustine had a

more pessimistic view of government.
Aristotle had a different view of government. As people in the
Middle Ages began to rediscover Aristotle, they began to
develop a different view of government. They saw government as
a necessary institution that God has placed in the world. It
had positive and legitimate functions.
Aristotle believed that government had a more positive role in
society. But the Christian theologians had to also deal with
the problem of original sin. They wanted to find a way to
prevent original sin from corrupting the government. The
tension between these two views is what drives the discussion
of western political theory.
Sunshine notes that “another check on civil government
involved the idea of rights.”{10} We normally associate the
idea of rights, especially inalienable rights, with eighteenth
century political theorists. However, John Locke’s idea that
we have inalienable right to life, liberty, and property is
already found in the writings of medieval theologians. The
basis for this is a belief that all are created in the image
of God. Therefore, all of us have a number of natural rights
that the state cannot remove. Natural law was the idea that
God wove moral laws into the fabric of the universe.
There also was the belief that there should be limitations on
the jurisdiction of civil government and church government.
One example is the Magna Carta, that stated that the English
church was to be free and its liberties unimpaired by the
crown.

The Renaissance and Enlightenment
What about the transformation into the modern world? In the
early modern period, starting with the Renaissance in the
fifteenth century to the seventeenth century, there are a
whole series of events that shook the worldview consensus that

developed in the Middle Ages.
Previously there were certain beliefs about truth: (1) that
truth was absolute, (2) that truth is knowable to the human
mind, and (3) that truth is necessary for society (a society
could not be based upon a lie). The best good guide for truth
would be the great civilizations of the past that lasted for
so long and thus must have been based upon truth.
The idea was to go to the past to find truth. During the
Renaissance scholars were very successful in collecting
manuscripts and finding ancient sources. Unfortunately, they
found so many sources that they discovered there was not a
coherent perspective. The ancient writers disagreed with each
other. In a sense, the Renaissance was a victim of its own
success. There was too much information. The more ancient
sources they found, the less likely they would find agreement
in the perspectives. Once it became obvious that this grand
synthesis was not possible, the entire purpose of intellectual
activity was thrown into question.
Then there were the wars of the Reformation in which various
factions fought over who was the true follower of the prince
of peace. The devastation of the religious wars left many
people wondering if there really was religious certainty. No
longer was the question “is Christianity true” but rather
“which Christianity is true?” Now you had a multiplicity of
options that left people confused. This also generated
questions about the role of religion in society.
Then you also had the discovery of the New World and whole
people groups that had never heard the gospel. Some began to
ask questions like: Is it fair of God to send them all to hell
because they had never heard of Christianity? Or, in light of
biblical history, where did they come from? How do these
people fit with the story of Noah? These discoveries called
into question biblical morality and biblical history.

Also, people started using a new way of looking at knowledge.
They began to use the scientific method to evaluate
everything. This begins a significant shift in how we
understand the world. There is a movement away from certainty
toward probability. There is also a movement away from
studying ancient authors toward scientific experimentation.
In the modern world, therefore, truth is not found in the past
but in the present and future. With this is also questioning
of biblical authority.

The Modern World and Christianity
Let me conclude by talking about our modern world and how
Christians should respond. Sunshine concludes his book with
chapters on “Modernity and Its Discontents” and “The Decay of
Modernity.” Essentially the modern world has left humans with
a loss of truth, certainty, and meaning in life. “Materialism
provides a ready answer to the question of the meaning and
purpose of life: there is none.”{11} From a Darwinian
perspective, our only purpose is to pass our genes on to the
next generation.
This rejection of spirituality and meaning has ushered in
various other worldviews as alternatives. These would be such
worldviews as postmodernism, neo-paganism, and the New Age
Movement. Sunshine argues that in many ways we have been
catapulted back to Rome.
Like Rome we value toleration as the supreme virtue. Rome
believed that toleration was important because it kept the
empire together. If you go beyond the lines of toleration, you
are persecuted. This is similar to the mindset today. The
highest value in a postmodern world is toleration. Toleration
so defined means that we will embrace any and all lifestyles
people may choose.
The Romans lived in an oversexed society.{12} So do we. Rome

practiced abortion. So does our society. Rome was antinatal
and made a deliberate attempt to prevent pregnancy. They
focused on sexual enjoyment and did not want to bother with
kids. In our modern world, birthrates in most of the western
democracies are plummeting.
Western civilization is a product of ancient Roman
civilization plus Christianity. Sunshine argues that once you
removed Christianity, modern society reverted back to Roman
society and a recovery of the ancient pagan worldview.
So how should Christians live in this world? Of course, we
should live out a biblical worldview. Every generation is
called to live faithfully to the gospel, and our generation is
no exception.
This is especially important today since we are facing a
society that is not willing to accept biblical ideas. In many
ways, we face a challenge similar to the early church, though
not as daunting. From history we can see that the early church
did live faithfully and transformed the Roman world.
Christians produced a totally new civilization: western
culture. By living faithfully before the watching world, we
will increase our credibility and earn the respect from those
who are around us by living in accordance with biblical
principles.
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Answering the New Atheists –
A Christian Addresses Their
Arguments
Kerby Anderson counters the claim by popular new atheists that
Christianity (along with other religions) is blind, irrational
and without any evidence. Kerby demonstrates that contrary to
the atheists’ claims God is not an invention of mankind, that
faith is not dangerous, and that science and Christianity
support one another. From a Christian point of view, the new
atheists are bringing out tired old arguments that don’t stand
up to rational scrutiny.

Is Faith Irrational?
Many of the best selling books over the last few years have
been written by the New Atheists. I’d like to consider some of
the criticisms brought by these individuals and provide brief
answers. You may never meet one of these authors, but you are
quite likely to encounter these arguments as you talk with
people who are skeptical about Christianity.

For our discussion, we will be using the general
outline of the book Is God Just a Human Invention? written by
Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow.{1} I would encourage you to
read the book for a fuller discussion not only of the topics
considered here but of many others as well.
You cannot read a book by the New Atheists without
encountering their claim that religion is blind, irrational,
and without any evidence. Richard Dawkins makes his feelings
known by the title of one of his books: The God Delusion.
Why does he say that? He says religions are not evidentially
based: “In all areas except religion, we believe what we
believe as a result of evidence.”{2} In other words, religious
faith is a blind faith not based upon evidence like other
academic disciplines. So he concludes that religion is a
“nonsensical enterprise” that “poisons everything.”{3}
Each of the New Atheists makes a similar statement. Dawkins
states that faith is a delusion, a “persistent false belief
held in the face of strong contradictory evidence.”{4} Daniel
Dennett claims Christians are addicted to blind faith.{5} And
Sam Harris argues that “Faith is generally nothing more than
the permission religious people give one another to believe
things without evidence.”{6}
Is this true? Do religious people have a blind faith?
Certainly some religious people exercise blind faith. But is
this true of all religions, including Christianity? Of course
not. The enormous number of Christian books on topics ranging
from apologetics to theology demonstrate that the Christian
faith is based upon evidence.
But we might turn the question around on the New Atheists. You
say that religious faith is not based upon evidence. What is

your evidence for that broad, sweeping statement? Where is the
evidence for your belief that faith is blind?
Orthodox Christianity has always emphasized that faith and
reason go together. Biblical faith is based upon historical
evidence. It is not belief in spite of the evidence, but it is
belief because of the evidence.
The Bible, for example, says that Jesus appeared to the
disciples and provided “many convincing proofs, appearing to
them over a period of forty days and speaking of the things
concerning the kingdom of God” (Acts 1:3).
Peter appealed to evidence and to eyewitnesses when he
preached about Jesus as “a man attested to you by God with
mighty works and wonders and signs that God did through him in
your midst, as you yourselves know” (Acts 2:22).
The Christian faith is not a blind faith. It is a faith based
upon evidence. In fact, some authors contend that it takes
more faith to be an atheist than to believe in God.{7}

Is God a Human Invention?
Human beings are religious. We are not only talking about
people in the past who believe in God. Billions of people
today believe in God. Why? The New Atheists have a few
explanations for why people believe in God even though they
say God does not exist.
One explanation that goes all the way back to Sigmund Freud is
projection. He wrote that religious beliefs are “illusions,
fulfillments of the oldest, strongest, and most urgent wishes
of mankind.”{8} In other words, we project the existence of
God based on a human need. It is wish fulfillment. We wish
there would be a God, so we assume that he exists.
As Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow point out in their book,

there are five good reasons to reject this idea. One objection
is that Freud’s argument begs the question. In other words, it
assumes that there is no God and then merely tries to find an
explanation for why someone would believe in God anyway.
The projection theory can also cut both ways. If you argue
that humans created God out of a need for security, then you
could also just as easily argue that atheists believe there is
no God because they want to be free and unencumbered by a
Creator who might make moral demands on them.
Perhaps the reasons humans have a desire for the divine is
because that is the only thing that will satisfy their
spiritual hunger. C.S. Lewis argued that “Creatures are not
born with desires unless satisfaction for those desires
exists. A baby feels hunger: well, there is such a thing as
food. A duckling wants to swim: well, there is such a thing as
water. Men feel sexual desires: well, there is such a thing as
sex. If I find in myself a desire, which no experience in this
world can satisfy, the most probable explanation is that I was
made for another world. Probably earthly pleasures were never
made to satisfy it, but only arouse it, to suggest the real
thing.”{9}
Some atheists suggest that perhaps we are genetically wired to
believe in God. One example would be the book by Dean Hamer
entitled The God Gene: How Faith is Hardwired into Our Genes.
It is worth noting that even the author thought the title was
overstated and at least admitted that there “probably is no
single gene.”{10} Since the publication of the book, its
conclusions have been shown to be exaggerated. Francis Collins
served as the director of the Human Genome Project and has
plainly stated that there is no gene for spirituality.
Richard Dawkins believes that religious ideas might have
survived natural selection as “units of cultural
inheritance.”{11} He calls these genetic replicators memes.
Although he has coined the term, he is also quick to

acknowledge that we don’t know what memes are or where they
might reside.
One critic said that “Memetics is no more than a cumbersome
terminology for saying what everybody knows and that can be
more usefully said in the dull terminology of information
transfer.”{12} Alister McGrath perceives a flaw: “Since the
meme is not warranted scientifically, we are to conclude that
there is a meme for belief in memes? The meme concept then
dies the slow death of self-referentiality, in that, if taken
seriously, the idea explains itself as much as anything
else.”{13}
There is another explanation that we can find in the Bible.
Why do most people believe in a God? The writer of
Ecclesiastes (3:11) observes that it is God who has “set
eternity in the hearts of men.”

Is Religion Dangerous?
The New Atheists contend that religion is not just false; it’s
also dangerous. Sam Harris believes it should be treated like
slavery and eradicated.{14} Christopher Hitchens wants to
rally his fellow atheists against religion: “It has become
necessary to know the enemy, and to prepare to fight it.”{15}
Richard Dawkins is even more specific: “I am attacking God,
all gods, anything and everything supernatural, wherever and
whenever they have been invented.”{16}
Much of the criticism against religion revolves around
violence. We do live in a violent world, and religion has
often been the reason (or at least the justification) for
violent acts. But the New Atheists are kidding themselves if
they think that a world without religion would usher in a
utopia where there is no longer violence, oppression, or
injustice.
Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow point out in their book on

the New Atheists that details matter when you are examining
religion. Injustices by the Taliban in Afghanistan ought not
to be used as part of the cumulative cases against religion in
general or Christianity in particular. The fact that there are
Muslim terrorists in the world today does not mean that all
Muslims are dangerous. And it certainly doesn’t mean that
Christianity is dangerous.
Alister McGrath reminds us that “all ideals—divine,
transcendent, human or invented—are capable of being abused.
That’s just the way human nature is. And that happens to
religion as well. Belief in God can be abused, and we need to
be very clear, in the first place, that abuse happens, and in
the second, that we need to confront and oppose this. But
abuse of an ideal does not negate its validity.”{17}
Religion is not the problem. People are the problem because
they are sinful and live in a fallen world. Keith Ward puts
this in perspective:
No one would deny that there have been religious wars in
human history. Catholics have fought Protestants, Sunni
Muslims have fought Shi’a Muslims, and Hindus have fought
Muslims. However, no one who has studied history could deny
that most wars in human history have not been religious. And
in the case of those that have been religious, the religious
component has usually been associated with some nonreligious, social, ethnic, or political component that has
exerted a powerful influence on the conflicts.{18}
The New Atheists, however, still want to contend that religion
is dangerous while refusing to accept that atheism has been a
major reason for death and destruction. If you were to merely
look at body count, the three atheistic regimes of the
twentieth century (Hitler in Nazi Germany, Stalin in Russia,
and Mao in China) are responsible for more than 100 million
deaths.

Dinesh D’Souza explains that “Religion-inspired killing simply
cannot compete with the murders perpetrated by atheist
regimes.” Even when you take into account the differences in
the world’s population, he concludes that “death caused by
Christian rulers over a five-hundred-year period amounts to
only 1 percent of the deaths caused by Stalin, Hitler, and Mao
in the space of a few decades.”{19}
Religion is not the problem; people are the problem. And
removing religion and God from a society doesn’t make it less
dangerous. The greatest death toll in history took place in
the last century in atheistic societies.

Is the Universe Just Right for Life?
The New Atheists argue that even though the universe looks
like it was designed, the laws of science can explain
everything in the universe without God. Richard Dawkins, for
example, says that “A universe with a creative superintendent
would be a very different kind of universe from one
without.”{20}
Scientists have been struck by how the laws that govern the
universe are delicately balanced. One scientist used the
analogy of a room full of dials (each representing a different
physical constant). All of the dials are set perfectly. Move
any dial to the left or to the right and you no longer have
the universe. Some scientists have even called the universe a
“Goldilocks universe” because all of the physical constants
are “just right.”
British astronomer Fred Hoyle remarked, “A commonsense
interpretation of the facts suggests that a super intellect
has monkeyed with physics, as well as chemistry and biology,
and that there are no blind forces worth speaking about in
nature.”{21}
McDowell and Morrow provide a number of examples of the fine

tuning of the universe. First is the expansion rate of the
universe. “If the balance between gravity and the expansion
rate were altered by one part in one million, billion,
billion, billion, billion, billion, billion, there would be no
galaxies, stars, planets, or life.”{22} Second is the fine
tuning of ratio of the electromagnetic force to the
gravitational force. That must be balanced to one part in 10
to the 40th power. That is 1 with 40 zeroes following it.
Scientists also realize that planet Earth has extremely rare
conditions that allow it to support life at a time when most
of the universe is uninhabitable. Consider just these six
conditions: (1) Life must be in the right type of galaxy, (2)
life must be in the right location in the galaxy, (3) life
must have the right type of star, (4) life must have the right
relationship to the host star, (5) life needs surrounding
planets for protection, and (6) life requires the right type
of moon.{23}
Scientists (including the New Atheists) are aware of the many
fine tuned aspects of the universe. They respond by pointing
out that since we could only exist in a fine-tuned universe,
we shouldn’t be surprised that it is fine tuned. But merely
claiming that we could not observe ourselves except in such a
universe doesn’t really answer the question why we are in one
in the first place.
Richard Dawkins admits that there is presently no naturalistic
explanation for the find-tuning of the universe.<a
href=”#text24>{24} But he is quick to add that doesn’t argue
for the existence of God. And that is certainly true. We know
about God and His character from revelation, not from
scientific observation and experimentation. But we do see the
evidence that the design of the universe implies a Designer.

Are Science and Christianity in Conflict?
The New Atheists believe that science and Christianity are in
conflict with one another. They trust science and the
scientific method, and therefore reject religion in general
and Christianity in particular.
Sam Harris says, “The conflict between religion and science is
unavoidable. The success of science often comes at the expense
of religious dogma; the maintenance of religious dogma always
comes at the expense of science.”{25}
Richard Dawkins believes religion is anti-intellectual. He
says: “I am hostile to fundamentalist religion because it
actively debauches the scientific enterprise . . . . It
subverts science and saps the intellect.”{26}
Are science and Christianity at odds with one another?
Certainly there have been times in the past when that has been
the case. But to only focus on those conflicts is to miss the
larger point that modern science grew out of a Christian world
view. In a previous radio program based upon the book Origin
Science by Dr. Norman Geisler and me, I explain Christianity’s
contribution to the rise of modern science.{27}
Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow also point out in their book
that most scientific pioneers were theists. This includes such
notable as Nicolas Copernicus, Robert Boyle, Isaac Newton,
Blaise Pascal, Johannes Kepler, Louis Pasteur, Francis Bacon,
and Max Planck. Many of these men actually pursued science
because of their belief in the Christian God.
Alister McGrath challenges this idea that science and religion
are in conflict with one another. He says, “Once upon a time,
back in the second half of the nineteenth century, it was
certainly possible to believe that science and religion were
permanently at war. . . . This is now seen as a hopelessly
outmoded historical stereotype that scholarship has totally

discredited.”{28}
The New Atheists believe they have an answer to this argument.
Christopher Hitchens discounts the religious convictions of
their scientific pioneers. He argues that belief in God was
the only option for a scientist at the time.{29} But if
religious believers get no credit for the positive
contributions to science (e.g., developing modern science)
because “everyone was religious,” then why should their
negative actions (e.g., atrocities done in the name of
religion) discredit them? It is a double standard. The
argument actually ignores how a biblical worldview shaped the
scientific enterprise.{30}
The arguments of the New Atheists may sound convincing, but
once you strip away the hyperbole and false charges, there
isn’t much left.
If you would like to know how to answer the arguments of the
New Atheists, I suggest you visit the Probe Web page at
www.probe.org and also consider getting a copy of the book by
Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow. You will be able to answer
the objections of atheists and be better equipped to defend
your faith.
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Thanksgiving Quiz
Kerby Anderson offers a quiz concerning the origins of
American Thanksgiving.
This nation was founded by Christians, and Thanksgiving is a
time when we can reflect upon this rich, Christian heritage.
But many of us are often ignorant of our country’s origins, so
we have put together a Thanksgiving quiz to test your
knowledge about this nation’s biblical foundations. We hope
that you will not only take this test and pass it on to
others, but we also hope that you will be encouraged to study
more about the Christian foundations of this country.

1. What group began the tradition of Thanksgiving?

A day of thanksgiving was set aside by the Pilgrims who
founded Plymouth Colony. This colony was the first permanent
settlement in New England. The Pilgrims were originally known

as the Forefathers or Founders. The term Pilgrim was first
used in the writings of colonist William Bradford and is now
used to designate them.
2. Why did they celebrate Thanksgiving?
Life was hard in the New World. Out of 103 Pilgrims, 51 of
these died in the first terrible winter. After the first
harvest was completed, Governor William Bradford proclaimed a
day of thanksgiving and prayer. By 1623, a day of fasting and
prayer during a period of drought was changed to one of
thanksgiving because the rain came during their prayers. The
custom prevailed in New England and eventually became a
national holiday.
3. When did Thanksgiving become a national holiday?
The state of New York adopted Thanksgiving Day as an annual
custom in 1817. By the time of the Civil War, many other
states had done the same. In 1863 President Abraham Lincoln
appointed a day of thanksgiving. Since then, each president
has issued a Thanksgiving Day proclamation for the fourth
Thursday of November.
4. Why did the Pilgrims leave Europe?
Among the early Pilgrims was a group of Separatists who were
members of a religious movement that broke from the Church of
England during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In
1606 William Brewster led a group of Separatists to Leiden (in
the Netherlands) to escape religious persecution in England.
After living in Leiden for more than ten years, some members
of the group voted to emigrate to America. The voyage was
financed by a group of London investors who were promised
produce from America in exchange for their assistance.
5. How did the Pilgrims emigrate to the New World?
On September 16, 1620, a group numbering 102 men, women, and

children left Plymouth, England, for America on the Mayflower.
Having been blown off course from their intended landing in
Virginia by a terrible storm, the Pilgrims landed at Cape Cod
on November 11. On December 21, they landed on the site of
Plymouth Colony. While still on the ship, the Pilgrims signed
the Mayflower Compact.
6. What is the Mayflower Compact?
On November 11, 1620, Governor William Bradford and the
leaders on the Mayflower signed the Mayflower Compact before
setting foot on land. They wanted to acknowledge God’s
sovereignty in their lives and their need to obey Him. The
Mayflower Compact was America’s first great constitutional
document and is often called “The American Covenant.”
7. What is the significance of the Mayflower Compact?
After suffering years of persecution in England and spending
difficult years of exile in the Netherlands, the Pilgrims
wanted to establish their colony on the biblical principles
they suffered for in Europe. Before they set foot on land,
they drew up this covenant with God. They feared launching
their colony until there was a recognition of God’s
sovereignty and their collective need to obey Him.
8. What does the Mayflower Compact say?
“In the name of God, Amen. We whose names are underwritten,
the loyal subjects of our dread sovereign Lord, King James, by
the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and Ireland king,
defender of the faith, etc., Having undertaken, for the glory
of God, and advancement of the Christian faith, and honor of
our king and country, a voyage to plant the first colony in
the Northern parts of Virginia, do by these present solemnly
and mutually in the presence of God, and one another, covenant
and combine ourselves together into a civil body politic, for
better ordering and preservation and furtherance of the ends
foresaid, and by virtue hereof to enact, constitute, and frame

such just and equal laws, ordinances, acts, constitutions and
offices, from time to time, as shall be thought most meet and
convenient for the general good of the Colony, unto which we
promise all due submission and obedience. In witness whereof
we have hereunder subscribed our names at Cape Cod the 11th of
November, in the year of the reign of our sovereign Lord, King
James, of England, France, and Ireland.”
9. Why didn’t the pilgrims sail to the original destination in
Virginia?
The Pilgrims were blown off course and landed at Cape Cod in
what now appears to be God’s providence. Because their patent
did not include this territory, they consulted with the
Captain of the Mayflower and resolved to sail southward. But
the weather and geography did not allow them to do so. They
encountered “dangerous shoals and roaring breakers” and were
quickly forced to return to Cape Cod. From there they began
scouting expeditions and finally discovered what is now
Plymouth. Had they arrived just a few years earlier, they
would have been attacked and destroyed by one of the fiercest
tribes in the region. However, three years earlier (in 1617),
the Patuxet tribe had been wiped out by a plague. The Pilgrims
thus landed in one of the few places where they could
survive.{1}
10. What role did the lone surviving Indian play in the lives
of the Pilgrims?
There was one survivor of the Patuxet tribe: Squanto. He was
kidnapped in 1605 by Captain Weymouth and taken to England
where he learned English and was eventually able to return to
New England.{2} When he found his tribe had been wiped out by
the plague, he lived with a neighboring tribe. When Squanto
learned that the Pilgrims were at Plymouth, he came to them
and showed them how to plant corn and fertilize with fish. He
later converted to Christianity. William Bradford said that
Squanto “was a special instrument sent of God for their good

beyond their expectation.”{3}
11. Were the colonists dedicated to Christian principles in
their lives on days other than Thanksgiving?
The Pilgrims were, and so were the other colonists. Consider
this sermon by John Winthrop given while aboard the Arabella
in 1630. This is what he said about the Puritans who formed
the Massachusetts Bay Colony: “For the persons, we are a
Company professing ourselves fellow members of Christ. . . .
For the work we have in hand, it is by a mutual consent
through a special overruling providence, and a more than an
ordinary approbation of the Churches of Christ to seek out a
place of Cohabitation and Consortship under a due form of
Government both civil and ecclesiastical.” They established a
Christian Commonwealth in which every area of their lives both
civil and ecclesiastical fell under the Lordship of Jesus
Christ.
12. How did the Pilgrims organize their economic activities?
After the first year, the colony foundered because of the
collective economic system forced upon them by the merchants
in London. All the settlers worked only for the joint
partnership and were fed out of the common stores. The land
and the houses built on it were the joint property of the
merchants and colonists for seven years and then divided
equally.{4}
When Deacon Carver died, William Bradford became governor.
Seeing the failure of communal farming, he instituted what
today would be called free enterprise innovations. Bradford
assigned plots of land to each family to work, and the colony
began to flourish. Each colonist was challenged to better
themselves and their land by working to their fullest
capacity. Many Christian historians and economists today point
to this fundamental economic change as one of the key reasons
for the success of the Pilgrims at Plymouth.

13. What has been the significance of the Pilgrims and their
legacy of Thanksgiving?
On the bicentennial celebration of the landing of the Pilgrims
at Plymouth Rock, Daniel Webster on December 22, 1820,
declared the following: “Let us not forget the religious
character of our origin. Our fathers were brought hither by
their high veneration for the Christian religion. They
journeyed by its light, and labored in its hope. They sought
to incorporate its principles with the elements of their
society, and to diffuse its influence through all their
institutions, civil, political, or literary.”
The legacy of the Pilgrims and Thanksgiving is the legacy of
godly men and women who sought to bring Christian principles
to this nation. These spread throughout the nation for
centuries.
14. How were Christian principles brought to the founding of
this republic?
Most historians will acknowledge that America was born in the
midst of a revival. This occurred from approximately 1740-1770
and was known as the First Great Awakening. Two prominent
preachers during that time were Jonathan Edwards (best known
for his sermon “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God”) and
George Whitfield. They preached up and down the East Coast and
saw revival break out. Churches were planted, schools were
built, and lives were changed.
15. How influential were Christian ideas in the Constitution?
While the Constitution does not specifically mention God or
the Bible, the influence of Christianity can plainly be seen.
Professor M.E. Bradford shows in his book A Worthy Company,
that fifty of the fifty-five men who signed the Constitution
were church members who endorsed the Christian faith.
16. Weren’t many of the founders non-Christians?

Yes, some were. Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin are
good examples of men involved in the drafting of the
Declaration of Independence who were influenced by ideas from
the Enlightenment. Yet revisionists have attempted to make
these men more secular than they really were. Jefferson, for
example, wrote to Benjamin Rush that “I am a Christian . . .
sincerely attached to his doctrines, in preference to all
others.” Franklin called for prayer at the Constitutional
Convention saying, “God governs the affairs of men. And if a
sparrow cannot fall to the ground without his notice, is it
probable that an empire can rise without his notice?” While
they were hardly examples of biblical Christianity, they
nevertheless believed in God and believed in absolute
standards which should be a part of the civil order.
17. How important was Christianity in colonial education in
America?
Young colonists’ education usually came from the Bible, the
Hornbook, and the New England Primer. The Hornbook consisted
of a single piece of parchment attached to a paddle of wood.
Usually the alphabet, the Lord’s Prayer, and religious
doctrines were written on it. The New England Primer taught a
number of lessons and included such things as the names of the
Old and New Testament books, the Lord’s Prayer, the Apostles’
Creed, the Ten Commandments, the Westminster Shorter
Catechism, and John Cotton’s “Spiritual Milk for American
Babies.” Even when teaching the alphabet, biblical themes were
used: “A is for Adam’s fall, we sinned all. B is for Heaven to
find, the Bible mind. C is for Christ crucified, for sinners
died.”
18. How important
education?

was

Christianity

in

colonial

higher

Most of the major universities were established by Christian
denominations. Harvard was a Puritan school. William and Mary
was an Anglican school. Yale was Congregational, Princeton was

Presbyterian, and Brown was Baptist. The first motto for
Harvard was Veritas Christo et Ecclesiae (Truth for Christ and
the Church). Students gathered for prayer and readings from
the Scriptures every day. Yale was established by Increase
Mather and Cotton Mather because Harvard was moving away from
its original Calvinist philosophy and eventually drifted to
Unitarianism. The founders of Yale said that “every student
shall consider the main end of his study to wit to know God in
Jesus Christ and answerably to lead a Godly, sober life.”
19. If Christianity was so important in colonial America, why
does the Constitution establish a wall of separation between
church and state?
Contrary to what many Americans may think, the phrase
“separation of church and state” does not appear anywhere in
the Constitution. In fact, there is no mention of the words
church, state, or separation in the First Amendment or
anywhere within the Constitution. The First Amendment does
guarantee freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, freedom of
the press, and freedom of religion.
The phrase is found in a letter Thomas Jefferson wrote to
Baptist pastors in Danbry, Connecticut in 1802 in which he
gave his opinion of the establishment clause of the First
Amendment and then felt that this was “building a wall of
separation between church and state.” At best this was a
commentary on the First Amendment, from an individual who was
in France when the Constitution and Bill of Rights were
drafted.
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The Federalist Papers
Kerby Anderson takes through a summary of the Federalist
Papers as seen from a biblical worldview perspective. Does a
Christian view of man and government undergird these
foundational documents? Kerby considers this question.

Introduction
The Federalist Papers are a collection of eightyfive essays written by James Madison, Alexander
Hamilton, and John Jay between October 1787 and May
1788. They were written at the time to convince New
York State to ratify the U.S. Constitution.
They are perhaps the most famous newspaper columns ever
written, and today constitute one of the most important
documents of America’s founding period. They provide the
justification for the Constitution and address some of the
most important political issues associated with popular selfgovernment.
Clinton Rossiter says that “The Federalist is the most
important work in political science that has ever been
written, or is likely ever to be written, in the United
States. . . . It would not be stretching the truth more than a
few inches to say that The Federalist stands third only to the
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution itself among
all the sacred writings of American political history.”{1}

Jacob Cooke agrees. He believes that “The United States has
produced three historic documents of major importance: The
Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and The
Federalist.” {2}
All the essays were signed “Publius” even though they were
written by three different authors (Hamilton wrote fifty-two,
Madison wrote twenty-eight, and Jay wrote five). Political
leaders in New York opposed the new government because the
state had become an independent nation under the Articles of
Confederation and was becoming rich through tariffs on trade
with other states. When it became apparent that New York would
not ratify the Constitution, Alexander Hamilton enlisted the
aid of James Madison (who was available because the
Continental Congress was sitting in New York) and John Jay.
Unfortunately, Jay was injured and was only able to complete a
few essays.
There are many reasons for the importance of The Federalist
Papers. First, the authors were significant figures during the
founding era. James Madison is considered the architect of the
Constitution and later served as President of the United
States. Alexander Hamilton served in George Washington’s
cabinet and was a major force in setting U.S. economic policy.
John Jay became the first Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme
Court. Each of these men was present at the constitutional
convention and was respected by their peers.
Second, The Federalist Papers provide the most systematic and
comprehensive analysis of the constitution. Not only do the
authors explain the structure of the constitution, but they
also defend their decisions against the critics of their day.
They were, after all, writing to convince New York to ratify
the constitution.
Third, The Federalist Papers explain the motives of the
Founding Fathers. Often when Supreme Court justices are trying
to discern the founder’s intentions, they appeal to these

writings.{3} The Federalist Papers are the most important
interpretative source of constitutional interpretation and
give important insight into the framers’ intent and purpose
for the Constitution.

Human Nature
The writers of The Federalist Papers were concerned about the
relationship between popular government and human nature. They
were well aware that human beings have the propensity to
pursue short-term self-interest often at the expense of longterm benefits. The writers were also concerned that factions
that formed around these areas of immediate self-interest
could ultimately destroy the moral foundations of civil
government.
James Madison argued in Federalist Paper #51 that government
must be based upon a realistic view of human nature:
But what is government itself but the greatest of all
reflections on human nature? If men were angels, no
government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men,
neither external nor internal controls on government would
be necessary. In framing a government which is to be
administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies in
this: you must first enable the government to control the
governed; and in the next place oblige it to control
itself.{4}
The writers of The Federalist Papers certainly believed that
there was a positive aspect to human nature. They often talk
about reason, virtue, and morality. But they also recognized
there was a negative aspect to human nature. They believed
that framing a republic required a balance of power that
liberates human dignity and rationality and controls human sin
and depravity.
As there is a degree of depravity in mankind which requires a

certain degree of circumspection and distrust, so there are
other qualities in human nature which justify a certain
portion of esteem and confidence. Republican government
presupposes the existence of these qualities in a higher
degree than any other form.{5}
As we will discuss in more detail later, James Madison
concluded from his study of governments that they were
destroyed by factions. He believed this factionalism was due
to “the propensity of mankind, to fall into mutual
animosities” (Federalist Paper #10) which he believed were
“sown in the nature of man.” Constitutional scholars have
concluded that “the fallen nature of man influenced Madison’s
view of law and government.”{6} He therefore concluded that
government must be based upon a more realistic view which also
accounts for this sinful side of human nature.
A Christian view of government is based upon a balanced view
of human nature. It recognizes both human dignity (we are
created in God’s image) and human depravity (we are sinful
individuals). Because both grace and sin operate in
government, we should neither be too optimistic nor too
pessimistic. We should view governmental affairs with a deep
sense of biblical realism.

Factions and the Republic
The writers of The Federalist Papers were concerned about the
previous history of republics. Alexander Hamilton writes that
“the history of the petty republics of Greece and Italy” can
only evoke “horror and disgust” since they rocked back and
forth from “the extremes of tyranny and anarchy.”
James Madison focused on the problem of factions. “By a
faction I understand a number of citizens, whether amounting
to a majority or minority of the whole, who are united and
actuated by some common impulse of passion, or of interest,

adverse to the rights of the citizens, or to the permanent and
aggregate interests of the community.”{7}
Madison believed there were only two ways to cure the problem
of factions: remove the causes or control the effects. He
quickly dismisses the first since it would either destroy
liberty or require everyone to have “the same opinions, the
same passions, and the same interests.”
He further acknowledges that “causes of faction are thus sown
in the nature of man.” So he rejects the idea of changing
human nature. And he also rejects the idea that a political
leader will be able to deal with the problem of factions: “It
is vain to say that enlightened statesmen will be able to
adjust these clashing interests and render them all
subservient to the public good. Enlightened statesmen will not
always be at the helm.”{8}
Madison believed the solution could be found in the extended
republic that the framers created. While a small republic
might be shattered by factions, the larger number of
representatives that would be chosen would “guard against the
cabals of a few.”
Also, since “each representative will be chosen by a greater
number of citizens, it will be more difficult for unworthy
candidates to practice with success the vicious arts by which
elections are too often carried.” Also, the voters are “more
likely to center on men who possess the most attractive merit
and the most diffusive and established characters.”{9}
Madison also believed that this extended republic would
minimize the possibility of one faction pushing forward it
agenda to the exclusion of others. This was due to the
“greater number of citizens and extent of territory.” A
smaller society would most likely have fewer distinct parties.
But if you extend the sphere, you increase the variety and
interests of the parties. And it is less likely any one

faction could dominate the political arena.
Madison realized the futility of trying to remove passions or
human sinfulness, and instead designed a system that minimized
the influence of factions and still provided the greatest
amount of liberty for its citizens.

Separation of Powers
The writers of The Federalist Papers were concerned with the
potential abuse of power, and set forth their rationale for
separating the powers of the various branches of government.
James Madison summarizes their fear of the centralization of
political power in a famous quote in Federalist Paper #47.
No political truth is certainly of greater intrinsic value,
or is stamped with the authority of more enlightened patrons
of liberty, than that on which the objection is founded. The
accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and
judiciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few or many,
and whether hereditary, self-appointed, or elective, may
justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny.{10}
Madison quickly dismisses the idea that constitutional
provisions alone will prevent an abuse of political power. He
argues that mere “parchment barriers” are not adequate
“against the encroaching spirit of power.”{11}
He also believed that the legislature posed the greatest
threat to the separation of powers. “The legislative
department is everywhere extending the sphere of its activity
and drawing all power into its impetuous vortex.”{12} The
framers therefore divided Congress into a bicameral
legislature and hoped that the Senate would play a role in
checking the passions of popular majorities (Federalist Paper
#63).
His solution was to give each branch separate but rival

powers. This prevented the possibility of concentrating power
into the hands of a few. Each branch had certain checks over
the other branches so there was a distribution and balance of
power.
The effect of this system was to allow ambition and power to
control itself. Each branch is given power, and as ambitious
men and women seek to extend their sphere of influence, they
provide a check on the other branch.
Madison said, “Ambition must be made to counteract ambition.
The interest of the man must be connected with the
constitutional rights of the place. It may be a reflection on
human nature that such devices should be necessary to control
the abuses of government.”{13} This policy of supplying
“opposite and rival interests” has been known as the concept
of countervailing ambitions.
In addition to this, the people were given certain means of
redress. Elections and an amendment process have kept power
from being concentrated in the hands of governmental
officials. Each of these checks was motivated by a healthy
fear of human nature. The founders believed in human
responsibility and human dignity, but they did not trust human
nature too much. Their solution was to separate powers and
invest each branch with rival powers.

Limited Government
The writers of The Federalist Papers realized the futility of
trying to remove passions and ambition from the population.
They instead divided power and allowed “ambition to counteract
ambition.” By separating various institutional power
structures, they limited the expansion of power.
This not only included a horizontal distribution of powers
(separation of powers), but also a vertical distribution of
powers (federalism). The federal government was delegated

certain powers while the rest of the powers were reserved to
the states and the people.
James Madison rightly called this new government a republic
which he defined as “a government which derives all its powers
directly or indirectly from the great body of people, and is
administered by persons holding their offices during pleasure
for a limited period, or during good behavior.”{14}
He also argued that “the proposed government cannot be deemed
a national one; since its jurisdiction extends to certain
enumerated objects only, and leaves to the several states a
residuary and inviolable sovereignty over all other
objects.”{15}
Governmental power was limited by the Constitution and its
interpretation was delegated to the judicial branch. As
Alexander Hamilton explained, the Constitution was to be the
supreme law of the land.
A constitution is, in fact, and must be regarded by the judges
as, a fundamental law. It therefore belongs to them to
ascertain its meaning as well as the meaning of any particular
act proceeding from the legislative body. If there should
happen to be an irreconcilable variance between the two, that
which has the superior obligation and validity ought, of
course, to be preferred; or, in other words, the Constitution
ought to be preferred to the statute, the intention of the
people to the intention of their agents.{16}
Although Hamilton referred to the judiciary as the weakest of
the three branches of government, some of the critics of the
Constitution warned that the Supreme Court “would be exalted
above all power in the government, and subject to no
control.”{17} Unfortunately, that assessment certain has
proved correct over the last few decades.
The Federalist Papers provide an overview of the political
theory that undergirds the U.S. Constitution and provide

important insight into the intentions of the framers in
constructing a new government. As we have also seen, it shows
us where the current governmental structure strays from the
original intent of the framers.
The framers fashioned a government that was based upon a
realistic view of human nature. The success of this government
in large part is due to separating power structures because of
their desire to limit the impact of human sinfulness.
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Church and Poverty
The church in general, and evangelical Christians in
particular, has been helping people in poverty. But you
wouldn’t know that if you attended a roundtable discussion of
poverty at Georgetown University. President Obama made lots of
critical comments, but I wanted to focus on just one of his
statements.
The president was critical of churches focusing so much time
on social issues and so little time on poverty. He wanted
“faith-based organizations to speak out on” the issue of
poverty and stop being obsessed with what he called
“reproductive issues” or same-sex marriage.
Evangelical Christians do have concerns about abortion and
same-sex marriage, but that hasn’t kept them from also doing a
great deal to help the poor. In fact, Christians are the most
generous with their time, treasure, and talents. Also,
conservative people are more generous than liberal people. In
previous commentaries, I have quoted from the extensive
research done by Arthur Brooks in his book, Who Really Cares:
The Surprising Truth about Compassionate Conservatism.
What about the institutional church? In term of disaster
relief, the Southern Baptist Convention spent more than $6
million. It was the third largest provider behind the Red
Cross and Salvation Army. And that is just one Protestant
denomination.
An op-ed in the Washington Post by Rob Schwarzwalder and Pat
Fagan concluded that: “the evangelical relief group World
Vision spent roughly $2.8 billion annually to care for the
poor.” They added: “That would rank World Vision about 12th

within the G-20 nations in terms of overseas development
assistance.” And I might mention that World Vision is just one
evangelical ministry. “Groups such as Samaritan’s Purse, Food
for the Hungry, World Relief and many others provide hundreds
of millions of dollars in anti-poverty programs at home and
abroad.”
The church has been one of the most effective social outreach
programs in history, even if the president doesn’t think so.
This blog post originally appeared at
pointofview.net/viewpoints/church-and-poverty/ on May 26,
2015.

Biblical Interpretation
Earlier this month at the meeting of the International Society
of Christian Apologetics there was a robust discussion of
inerrancy and hermeneutics. Those are scholarly words for the
belief that the Bible is without error and needs to be
interpreted according to sound practices of biblical
interpretation.
There is a practical aspect of this debate that affects you
and the way you read and interpret the Bible. If you have been
a Christian for any length of time, you have probably had
someone ask: Do you take the Bible literally? Before you
answer, I would recommend you ask that person what they mean
by literally.
Here is a helpful sentence: “When the literal sense makes good
sense, seek no other sense lest it result in nonsense.”
Obviously the context helps in understanding how to interpret
a passage.

After all, the Bible uses various figures of speech. Jesus
told parables. Jesus used metaphors and proclaimed that He is
the vine, the door, and the light of the world. There are
types and symbols and allegories. If you are reading a section
in the Bible that describes historical events, you expect the
historical record to be accurate. If you are reading poetic
literature like the Psalms, you should not be surprised that
God is described as a shepherd, a sun and a shield.
Here is another helpful sentence: “When the literal sense does
not make good sense, we should seek some other sense lest it
lead to nonsense.” We should reject a literal sense when it
contradicts the moral law, physical law, or supernatural law.
When Jesus says in Matthew 5:30 to cut off your hand, that is
not to be taken literally because if violates moral law. When
Jesus talks about those who swallow a camel in Matthew 23:24,
that violates a physical law. When we read in Jonah 3:10 that
God repented or changed His mind, we know that violates a
supernatural law, because God does not change His mind
(Numbers 23:19).
But in most cases, we are to read the Bible in the literal
sense because seeking some other sense will result in
nonsense. That’s just common sense.
April 23, 2015

“Which
Countries
Religious Freedom?”

Deny

I understand there are six countries who deny religious
freedom. I have Burma, China, Iran, Iraq, Sudan, and North

Korea. Is this list correct? Are there more, or is this
complete?
Your list is accurate, but I think it might be better to list
the countries that deny any form of freedom to their citizens.
Each year Freedom House posts a list of the countries that are
free, partially free, or not free. You can see the list and
the map of the world on their Web site (www.freedomhouse.org).
The list of not free countries is very long. Here is the
2001-2002 list just of the countries whose names that start
with the first letters of the alphabet:
Afghanistan
Algeria
Angola
Bahrain
Belarus
Bhutan
Brunei
Burma
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Chad
China
Congo
Cuba
As you can see, the list is very long of countries that deny
freedom (religious freedom or other freedoms).
Addendum added March 25, 2015:
A better place to get a handle on religious freedom is
www.uscirf.gov which is the site of the U.S. Commission on
International Religious Freedom. The Freedom House site deals
more with political freedom rather than religious freedom.
From the 2015 report, we get the following summary of the

nations who are particularly offensive to the ideas of
religious liberty.
The U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom
(USCIRF), an independent federal advisory body the
International Religious Freedom Act (IRFA) created to monitor
religious freedom abuses abroad, released its 2014 Annual
Report, and recommended that the State Department add eight
more nations to its list of “countries of particular
concern,” defined under law as countries where particularly
severe violations of religious freedom are tolerated or
perpetrated: Egypt, Iraq, Nigeria, Pakistan, Syria,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Vietnam.
USCIRF also recommended that the following eight countries be
re-designated as “countries of particular concern,” or CPCs:
Burma, China, Eritrea, Iran, North Korea, Saudi Arabia,
Sudan, and Uzbekistan.
Kerby Anderson

Myths About the Bible
Newsweek began 2015 with a cover story on the Bible. In the
lead article, we get a heavy dose of liberal theory and
secular skepticism about the Bible. But the author is correct
in arguing that very few Americans are biblically literate.
Many Christian ministries have documented this through various
surveys as well as lots of anecdotal stories.
Two writers with The Federalist decided to follow the lead of
Newsweek and write about “The Eight Biggest Myths About the
Bible.” Here are just a few of the cultural myths so many have

accepted.
Many people believe the Bible teaches: “money is the root of
all evil.” That is not what Paul taught (in 1 Timothy 6:10)
which says: “For the love of money is a root all kinds of
evil.” The Bible does not condemn money or wealth, but does
admonish us to be generous and not to make money an idol.
Another myth is the pervasive belief that Christians are never
to make moral judgments. One of the most quoted verses these
days is Matthew 7:1. Jesus says, “Judge not, that you be not
judged.” He is not telling us not to make moral judgments. In
the following verses, he explains that we are not to be
hypocritical. We may only see the speck in another person’s
eye and not notice the log in our own eye.
One of the current myths being spread by many atheists is that
the Bible condones slavery. This is hard to accept if you just
look at history. Most abolitionists in this country or Great
Britain were Bible-believing Christians. Paul Copan has
chapters in many of his books addressing the misunderstanding
of the concept of debt-servanthood or indentured servitude
that is nothing like slavery. He also addresses another one of
the myths listed: that the God of the Old Testament is an
Angry Tribal Deity.
Newsweek is correct that much of America is biblically
illiterate. And the writers in The Federalist are right that
many have accepted these cultural myths about the Bible. That
is why we need to study God’s Word and take the time to read
some good books that destroy these myths.
January 23, 2015

Faith and Charity
Here is an interesting fact. Families in San Francisco give
almost exactly the same amount to charity each year as
families in South Dakota. Arthur Brooks talked about this in
his book, Who Really Cares? He went on to explain that these
two communities were very different. They were separated by
not only geography but by many cultural differences.
Their donations to charity also represented a significant
difference due to income. The average San Francisco family
made (back when the book was written) nearly twice as much
each year as a family in South Dakota. Put another way, an
average South Dakota family gave away 75 percent more of its
household income each year than the average family in San
Francisco. When Brooks asked an executive of a foundation in
South Dakota why people in her state gave so much more, she
had a simple answer: religion.
People of faith give much more than secular people. In his
book, he divides Americans into four groups to show their
differences in giving to charity.
Religious conservatives are the largest group of the four.
They represent 24 percent of all Protestants, 19 percent of
Catholics, along with a number of other religious groups. This
group is most likely to give money to charity and they give
away the most money.
Religious liberals are the smallest of the four groups. They
are almost as likely to give as religious conservatives. They
are a little less likely to volunteer.
Secular conservatives are much less likely to give to charity.
They are also much less likely to volunteer or help people in
need. Secular liberals are the second largest group and have
the highest average income. Nevertheless they are poor givers,
even to secular charities they might be expected to support.

The obvious conclusion is that faith makes a big difference in
whether someone gives time or money to a charity.
This blog post originally appeared at
pointofview.net/viewpoints/faith-charity/on December 9, 2014.

